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Abstract

An approach is developed which exploits the deterministic behavior of a processor to perform concurrent fault monitoring. A very low cost and highly effective technique, called Continuous Signature Monitoring (CSM), has been developed. This technique is capable of detecting transients with very low detection latency, and requires very minimal memory overhead and performance penalty. This technique has been applied to both CISC and RISC type processors. Both analytical and experimental results have been obtained in validating the effectiveness of the approach. CSM has been adopted by two aerospace companies in their design of a 32-bit RISC processor targeted for avionics and space applications. It appears that the signature monitoring technique can be extended to detect computer viruses as well via a form of program encryption.
I. Summary of Accomplishments

This section presents the technical motivations for fault monitoring, summarizes our signature monitoring technique called Continuous Signature Monitoring, and compares our results with other techniques. A list of publications resulting from our current contract is provided.

1. Motivation for Behavior-Based Monitoring

Concurrent error detection is necessary to ensure reliable computer operation. Although permanent hardware faults can be detected using built-in self-test (BIST) or an external tester, concurrent detection must be used to detect errors caused by transient faults. Based on a number of experimental studies, transient faults constitute the dominant fault type in most systems during system operation.

Traditional approaches to concurrent error detection add redundancy based on a computer's structure. The most common approach is structural duplication. Although effective, duplication is too expensive for all but a few applications. Redundancy can also be incorporated via the use of error checking codes. However, most techniques based on error checking codes are only effective against very specific error types, e.g. single or double bit errors.

We propose an approach to concurrent error detection, or fault monitoring, in processors which uses behavioral abstraction of the executing program that is monitored for run-time violations. Such behavior-based approach has the advantage that errors from any source are potentially detectable, including software and hardware design faults, as well as permanent and transient faults. Abstractions can be formed using various aspects of program behavior, including control flow, memory access, input-output, and object type or range. Experimental comparison of various abstractions shows that processor control flow offers the most error-detection potential. A number of researchers have proposed techniques that detect control-flow related errors using a simple monitor and signatured programs. We called these signature monitoring techniques.

2. Continuous Signature Monitoring

During the past several years, we have developed a new signature monitoring approach for processor fault monitoring that uses a simple hardware monitor and signatures embedded into the executing program. Signature-monitoring techniques detect a large portion of processor control errors at a fraction of the cost of duplication. Analytical methods developed in this work show that the new approach, Continuous Signature Monitoring (CSM), makes major advances beyond existing techniques.
A signature-monitoring technique's effectiveness can be characterized by five properties: (1) error-detection coverage, (2) memory overhead, (3) processor-performance loss, (4) error-detection latency, and (5) monitor complexity. Existing signature-monitoring techniques improve upon the original basic technique in one or more of these properties. However, all of the proposed improvements degrade one or more of the other properties. CSM approach makes major improvements in all signature-monitoring properties.

CSM reduces the fraction of undetected control-flow errors by orders of magnitude, to less than $10^{-6}$. The number of signatures reaches a theoretical minimum, lowered by as much as three times to a range of 4-11%. Signature cost is reduced by placing CSM signatures at locations that minimize performance loss and, for some architectures, memory overhead. CSM exploits the program memory's SEC/DED code to decrease average error-detection latency by as much as 1000 times, to 0.016 program memory cycles, without increasing memory overhead. This short latency facilitates quick recovery in the tolerance of transient faults.

Figure 1 below compares the effectiveness of the CSM technique with three other signature monitoring techniques. The basic technique is the technique originally proposed. Path Signature Analysis (PSA) was developed at Stanford. The Signatured Instruction Streams (SIS) technique was developed at CMU and is the predecessor to the current CSM technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>PSA</th>
<th>SIS</th>
<th>CSM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Memory Overhead</strong></td>
<td>10-25%</td>
<td>12-21%</td>
<td>6-15%</td>
<td>4-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latency in PM Cycles</strong></td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>7-17</td>
<td>7-17</td>
<td>0.016-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control-Flow Error Coverage</strong></td>
<td>96-99%</td>
<td>99.5-99.9%</td>
<td>85-93%</td>
<td>99.9999%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control-Bit Error Coverage</strong></td>
<td>99.9999%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85-93%</td>
<td>99.9999%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Comparison of CSM to Other Signature Monitoring Techniques.
3. Resulting Publications


II. Presentation of Technical Results

This section is a compendium of major papers published through the support of this research contract. These papers document the key results of our research on Continuous Signature Monitoring as well as our earlier work on Signatured Instruction Streams. In total, three journal papers and four conference papers have resulted from this work. One more paper on extending CSM to cover a more generalized fault model and to detect computer viruses has been submitted to IEEE Transactions on Computers.